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Founders Keepers
Upcoming Events
 May 5: Classes End;
Friends meeting and
Ice Cream Social

A Quiet Room by Any Other Name...

 May 30: Memorial Day
(Libraries Closed)

Room 102A (next to
the Accessibility Resource Room) is being
turned into a quiet
room for students, faculty, or staff, for meditation, prayer, contemplation, or just when
one needs a few moments of quiet. Chairs
and a table have been
placed in this room.
We’ll add a lamp and,

 June 13: Summer Session Begins

Getting to Know...Steffen Scharmacher

 May 6: Reading Day
 May 7, 9-13: Final
Exams
 May 13, 14: Commencements

 July 4: Independence
Day (Libraries Closed)

About one and a half
years ago I decided to
move from Berlin to
DeKalb. At the time it
seemed to be a very
intimidating endeavor.
Having been surrounded by loving family for
nearly all my life, I was
afraid of leaving them
behind without knowing what would await
me in a new country
with different rules and
expectations. Without
my wife I would not
have found the courage to embark on this
journey that has entailed so many uncertainties, especially in a
professional context.
While happiness motivated my coming, hav-

perhaps, some photos
or artwork. However,
we need to put a sign
up to indicate for what
use the room is intended. What shall we call
it? Quiet? Meditation?
Reflection? Or...? Is it
Room or Space or…?
Please send your ideas
to rcordell@niu.edu by
May 9. I’ll compile your
ideas, and then we’ll

ing been granted this
opportunity to work for
Founders Memorial
Library at NIU has enabled my stay. I am well
aware of the huge gap
left behind by my predecessor Theresa Paulson who worked for
FML 28 years and
whose responsibilities I
have been asked to
take over – at least
partially. I am excited
to take this challenge
as I am certain I can
contribute with
knowledge, understanding, kindness and
with an abiding effort
to learn. Everyone here
in Systems – Joe, Nate,
Tony, Rod, including TJ
- have not only been

In case you missed the
announcement, a new
Presidential Commission has been formed
on Interfaith Initiatives.
In connection with this
announcement, the
University has done a
survey of such spaces.
Our room would be added to any information
provided about the location of these rooms.

very welcoming but
have been very helpful
in making this experience as smooth and as
easy as possible. I am
very grateful to all of
them. My professional
expertise as a software
engineer will be beneficial when it comes to
implementing upcoming system, web or application related projects at FML. I consider
these my core abilities
but I also hope to provide a helping hand to
all staff in solving
whichever problems
you may encounter.
Thank you very much
and I look forward
working with you.
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Writing Off the Shelf, by Rob Ridinger
Shortly after attending
the ALA annual conference in Las Vegas, Nevada, in the summer of
2014, I contacted the
webmaster of the GLBT
Round Table with the
idea of doing a regular
column looking at the
wide (and constantly
increasing) number of
titles dealing with all
components of the LGBT
community. My intention
was to add to the pool of
book reviews regularly
posted on the site, essays that would give
librarians and general
readers an overview of
some specific group of
titles and provide a
sense of the history and
directions of publishing
on that topic. The idea
was accepted, and I was
off! The first problem
was what to call the column; I decided to call it
Off the Shelf, as some
topics and titles might
well fall outside many
readers’ usual ranges.
That settled, I chose as
to look at what the literature of librarianship
had to say about LGBT
people as professionals
and colleagues as well
as patrons. It appeared
in October 2014, followed in December
2014 by Off the Shelf
#2 Through the LookingGlass, or, Adventures in
Encyclopedias. The focus in this one was on
how (and if) reference
works on librarianship
dealt with sexuality and
LGBT identities.
Off the Shelf opened

2015 with a third column discussing what
has been claimed to be
America’s first gay novel, Bayard Taylor’s Joseph and His Friend,
published in serial form
and as a monograph in
1870, and the school of
writing to which it belongs. Memories of having seen a bibliography
years ago on LGBT people in science fiction
and fantasy made me
wonder what else might
have been written about
that, and so Off the
Shelf #4, Out of These
Worlds: LGBT Beings
and Science Fiction/
Fantasy came into being. It turned out to be a
colorful and complex
area of writing, and was
fun to explore. I was in
San Francisco when the
Supreme Court decision
legalizing same-gender
marriage was done in
June 2015, so it
seemed logical to do a
column on what books
(sometimes appearing
in many successive editions) had been written
as guides to LGBT people to inform them of
their legal rights at the
federal and state levels,
and so Off the Shelf #5,
Now That We’re Legal:
The Literature of LGBT
Civil Rights Advice,
came together. I’d been
on the Stonewall Book
Award committee one
year when a few works
with characters possessing the physical
characteristics of both
genders showed up in

the pool of titles, and I
was curious to start with
them and see what else
might be out there, a
hunt that gave birth to
the sixth column on The
Land Between: Intersex
Characters in Fiction
and Memoir. The explosion of books that followed (and preceded)
the Supreme Court decision led me to wonder
what (if anything) might
have been written about
the marriage question
back in the days of the
older homophile movement between 1945
and 1969, which led to
In Olden Days, the seventh column, in October
2015. One of the most
visible changes in the
contemporary LGBT
rights movement has
been the appearance of
works written by and for
open trans* people
(trans* being an umbrella term often used to
cover the variety of gender gradations that have
emerged in the ongoing
discussion). Given that
this is a rapidly evolving
body of work, the best
way to tackle this topic
was to look at what had
been written before the
beginning of the LGBT
liberation movement in
1969 and since. It
proved to be an eyeopening search, taking
me back as far as the
1920s. Having noticed
at recent conferences
that the number of familiar faces kept diminishing, I began the ninth
column, Silvering the

Continued on p. 3
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Off the Shelf, continued
Rainbow: The Literature
of LGBT Aging, by quoting the title of a 1911
hit song by Irving Berlin,
“Everybody’s Doing It
Now.” And the large
number of items that
showed up on this subject proved Irving was
absolutely right!
Columns from 2016 so
far have dealt with the
wide range of post-

Stonewall books on
same-sex marriage (the
pool of published works
was so large it took a
while to describe in
Courting Equality: Tracking the Literature of
Same-Sex Marriage, Off
the Shelf #10) and
books about LGBT people in all aspects of the
theatre (which came out
last month as Upon the

Wicked Stage: Tracking
LGBT Theatre History).
The column seems to
have taken on a life of
its own, and where it will
take me and my readers
next…well, you all will
have to tune in to the
blog page at http://
www.glbtrt.ala.org/
reviews/columns-andinterviews-2/ and find
out.
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Spring Recognition Photos

Photos from the University
Libraries Spring Recognition
on April 14 at which employees
were honored for their years
of service.
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The Last Word
The first few months of a
year are usually heavy
on reviewing responsibilities for me. In the past
(when ARBA, the Annual
Review of Reference
Books, was solely in
print), I was sent several
reference works to review as last minute additions to their annual
compilation. Now those
books are spread out
throughout the year, but
I always have a few in
the first months after
the new year. In recent
years, Library Journal
has asked me to review
test preparation manuals for such widely-taken
tests as the SAT, ACT
GRE, LSAT, or GED,
which are due in April. I
have also been invited
for two years to judge
the design of reference
books for the Independent Book Publishers
Association (IBPA),
which gives annual Ben
Franklin awards for excellence in design in fifty
-five categories. These
varied activities have

allowed me to see up
close some of the
changes to the publishing industry:
1. Reference books
are becoming more
specialized. General
reference works
(such as encyclopedias and dictionaries) are now often
online. There is still
a considerable body
of reference work
published, but the
works tend to be
narrower in scope
than the standard
ones we collected in
the past. Many new
encyclopedias are
one-volume titles
focused on a very
specific topic.
2. Test preparation
publishers push
their courses far
more than their
books. Sometimes it
is difficult to find
their print titles on
their websites, and
at least one publish-

er is registering test
prep books in a way
that might limit the
online additional
material (such as
practice tests) to a
single user. If this
happens widely,
libraries may find
themselves (and
library users) cut out
of the test prep
book market.
3. Independent book
publisher titles are
increasingly sophisticated and professional looking. One
title that I was
asked to judge, The
Cannabis Encyclopedia, is being reviewed favorably in
standard review
sources. Although it
may not have much
competition on its
subject matter, its
design was quite
impressive, with
excellent choices in
fonts and colors to
aid navigation
through the large
volume, and very

high-quality
illustrations that
detail processes
better than photos might (which
is the purpose of
using illustrations
in this type of
work). Most of the
titles I judged this
year were surprisingly attractive
compared to just
a year ago. Clearly, independent
publishers are
paying attention
to the feedback
they get and attempting to produce titles that
can stand alongside big publishers’ works.
Reviewing is not just a
professional service
activity for me; it has
always been a way
that I can see
firsthand the latest
developments in reference publishing. And I
love donating new
books to libraries!

